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This is a puzzle I created for a GeoCache. It definitely fits in with the theme of parallel lines. Some tacit info that geocachers have is that the outcome of a puzzle is a lat-long pair within a mile or so of the nominal location given as the cache coordinates (N 37° 24.000 W 122° 05.000, in this case).

There are two assumptions that GeoCachers take for granted that I'll mention here.

* Puzzles don't have to be self-contained. You may have to do some research.
* The outcome of the puzzle is a set of GPS coordinates. In this case, you're looking for GPS Coordinates in Mountain View, California.

I'll be happy to confirm locations. The geocaching page is http://coord.info/GCGJ0E

For geocachers, there’s an actual physical object to find. The cache hide itself is moderately difficult as caches go, and the location follows the theme as well.